
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

CORE RULES SYSTEM FOR FIELDS OF ILLUSION 
 
 

 
 
 

Hail and welcome fellow traveller to the magical realm of Phoenix Isle. Allow me to introduce myself, I am Father 
Arbitan, Keeper of the Keys and servant of the Divine Spirit. 

 
Fields of Illusion is set in an ancient land steeped with myth and legend. It is the birth place of the cosmos. All 

manner of creatures dwell here, some you will find familiar and others strange. 
So I hope, with this knowledge, you will join the Great Quest. To discover forgotten treasures and adventure in these 

new lands. 
© COPYRIGHT FOI 
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Important Calls 
A ‘call’ is someone shouting or saying something that will affect all people within earshot 
 

Man Down:         Both arms raised in the air and waved in a crossed and uncrossed formation. Called by anyone 
when a player is hurt or a dangerous situation arises. If you hear it, cease playing 
immediately until the situation is resolved and a referee restarts play. 

Time In:         Called to start or restart play. (REF ONLY CALL) 
Time Out:           Called to stop play. (REF ONLY CALL) 
Time Freeze:     All players should freeze, close their eyes and hum. (REF ONLY CALL) 
Time Mark:   Players should note exactly where they are and how they are positioned. 
Rewind:   Players return to last position noted in "Time Mark". The referee will explain what is to be  
   remembered just before "Time In" is called. 
Time Slow:   Player continues movement but in slow motion. A referee will call "Normal speed" to end this 
   call. 
Let me Clarify:   Used by Non-player characters (NPC) only. This indicates that any information that follows  
   should be considered true. 
Non-Combatant:  Used when a player is physically unable to perform the reaction to certain skills and spells 
    e.g. Strike Down.  They must stand still and place both hands on their head. Players think 
    that they may need to use this must inform GOD before play. 

 

Combat Safety 
Before your LARP weapons and armour may be used in play they must be safety checked by a Referee.  
Pull ing your blows: You must pull back the weapon so that it hits as lightly as possible. This is to prevent injury. 
Head shots and thrusting are strictly forbidden. New players must pass competency checks to demonstrate safe 
use of weapons, bows, shields and all forms of fighting. 
 

Gestures 
• Crossing and uncrossing near straight arms over their head 

Used to call for help and accompanied by a call of Man Down. A referee or organiser should go to the 
incident immediately 

• One arm in the air with open palm 
In the game world, the player is not there and you should ignore them. This is an out-of-character signal for 
use in specific circumstances ie: going to or returning from monstering not going to the toilets! 

• One arm in the air with closed fist 
In the game world the character is invisible. You cannot see them unless they choose to show 
themselves. 

• Hand raised with index finger and thumb extended into an "L" 
The character is speaking in a language other than common. Unless your character can speak in this 
language, ignore what they say. 

 

Combat Calls 
The combat calls of The Hybrid are varied. We have printed them in the back of this booklet for easy reference, and 
would ask that all players know their own calls as a bare minimum. If you hear a call that you do not know yet, do 
what seems right and role-play and check with a ref or on the back of this book when you can.  

 

Site and Event Safety 
• The decision of the Referees and Organisers are final 
• The Organisers reserve the right to refuse entry or to bar someone from the event if necessary. 

There is no obligation to give a reason. Within this, the right is reserved to eject any person 
without recompense. 

• All metal weapons are banned from the site. Camping tools are allowed but should be 
restricted to the Tent Area 

• No animals are allowed on site as it is a working farm 
• All vehicles are parked at owners own risk 
• Each and every weapon, shield and armour must be weapons checked by a person designated by 

the organisers. If a weapon, shield or armour fails this check it must stay in an OOC (out of character) 
tent or put in a car 

• The right is reserved to further check weapons at any time during the event.  This  is because 
weapons may be damaged during the event and become unsafe. 
 

Everything else in this book should be digested as you wish to explore how your character works. 
You have further options to enhance your character, giving them skills to use in this fantasy world. 
However you choose, enjoy! 
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Game World Rules 

 

Weapons 
All weapons must be inspected and cleared for use by a nominated weapons checker, before use to prevent 
possible injury. FOI allows for the use of latex weapons with a fibre core, crossbows and bows with a 
poundage of less than 30lb firing foam tipped arrows, period appropriate replica cap-firing firearms and coreless 
throwing weapons. 
 
All blows from a weapon are assumed to cause a single point of damage to the location struck. This damage can 
be modified by using combat calls throughout this rulebook. Striking a location of the body is considered a hit, 
and damage is applied in this circumstance. 
 
When using black powder weapons the location targeted will be called by the person firing. Black powder 
weapons have a maximum range of 30ft for muskets and rifles, and 15ft for pistols. The cap ammunition must 
contain at least 50% soaked caps to represent misfires. 
 

Armour 
All armour must be safety checked by a referee before use. Armour can be made of leather, metal, cloth or other 
representative materials. Armour should not contain any protruding sharp edges or possible damage risks. 
They should not be able to shatter or break causing dangerous edges. Armour should fit well and not hinder a 
person to the point that they are unstable when moving or fighting 
 

Combat Regulations 
We ask that everyone conducts themselves in a safe way for everyone's enjoyment. The event is insured but it 
must be pointed out that due to the nature of the hobby, which involves LRP fights there is a inherent risk within the 
activity. Primary responsibility for your safety lies with you! 
 

The Following important guidelines are used at this event 
 
• Pull Your Blows!!!!!! 
• Charging, leaping or diving at shields/shield walls or people with the intention of using your body weight to 

collide with the shield or person is forbidden. 
• Parrying a blow with a non-padded weapon such as a bow is not allowed, and may result in the offending 

weapon being removed from play. 
• All forms of physical combat such as martial arts or grappling are forbidden. 
• Thrusting blows are not to be used under any circumstances. 
• Engaging in combat whilst drunk is forbidden. 
• No head hits under any circumstance. 

 
If you are injured at any time please find a Referee or go to GOD tent.  

 
GOD Tent 

GOD stands for Games Organisation Desk and will be referred to as GOD from this point onwards.  The GOD Tent 
is the first tent inside the game field and is your first port of call for all non-referee related questions and queries. It is 
where you collect your character sheets, game information and sign in and out. If you have any questions about 
skills, ask GOD.  
 
GOD is the place to pay for you event and collect your wristband. If you are found not wearing a wristband, you will 
be sent to a member of the organisation team to collect a new one.  This wristband is not only your proof of 
payment, but also bears an identification number for you should we need it. 
 
GOD is useful for many things and when open it will have a flag raised at the entrance. Whilst open there will be a 
member of the team there to help you with any queries, including character questions. Should you need a member 
of the team when GOD is closed and cannot locate one, please contact your in-camp referee and they will contact 
one by radio.  
 
Lost property and site rules can also be found in GOD.
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Creating a character 
 

You begin character creation with 35 points to spend amongst the skills listed throughout the hybrid. Returning 
characters receive an additional 3 hero points per event.  Further points can be issued by the referees for excellent 
role-play during the event. 
 

You can spend your points on any of the following: 
 

Hit Points A measure of health. All starting characters begin with 1 hit point per location. 
Mana A measure of points used to cast magic. This is stored in your Mana Pool. 

All starting characters begin with 1 point of mana. 
Willpower A measure of points to use active skills and abilities. These are stored in your 

Willpower Pool. All starting characters begin with 1 point of willpower. 
Skills These can be used once learnt. Some skills cost additional willpower points 

to use during role-play. Starting characters cannot begin with skills higher 
than apprentice level. You have finished your apprenticeship and have only 
basic skills with lots more to be taught. 

Spells Spells are magical effects that interact with the game world and characters.  
These cost Mana points to use. 

 

Combat and Mortality 
You begin with one ‘hit’ per location. You have 5 locations; Torso, Left arm, 
Right arm, Left leg, Right leg. The number of hits can be increased with 
character points. When in combat your character may take damage from a 
weapon or  a spell. Damage is taken to this location from your magical 
protection, your armour protection and your hits in that order. Magical protection 
when destroyed may be replaced. Armour when damaged may be repaired for 
you to regain protection. Hits may be healed. When your limbs reach 0 hits, they 
are extremely painful and can no longer support weight. Whilst at zero hits, a limb 
cannot take further damage 
 
If the torso location reaches 0 hits, the player falls down ‘unconscious’ and this 
will initialise (a  count to sixty) death count that results in the character's demise. 
Whilst unconscious a player may do nothing more than wheeze and groan. 
Other skills in the game such as healing spells can end a death count by 
restoring a person's hit points. If their condition is not stabilised or they are 
not healed within that time the character dies and must report to a referee. 
 
This figure shows how the hits should be allocated across your body and/or 
armour. Always remember to avoid the head and groin, as these will 
inevitably lead to injury and a poor experience of game play for all. 

 
Starting Off 

All characters begin play with 10 kit points, that they can spend on starting equipment: 
 

Physical Representation  
All weapons, armour, potions & buildings must be 
physically represented (phys-repped).  Races must 
also be represented using costume, make-up and 
or masks. 
 
Armour Values  
Padded Armour 1 Point of protection per loc. 
Leather Armour 2 Points of protection per loc. 
Metal Armour 3 Points of protection per loc. 
Wooden Shield 2 Points of protection 
Metal Shield 3 Points of protection 

Money 
The Isle of Phoenix uses wooden discs,  known as Tears, as currency. Tears can be used between players and 
NPC Traders. 

Weapon - 1 Point 
Armour - 1 Point for each location 
Shield - 2 Points 
Mastercrafted Weapon - 4 points 
Mastercrafted Armour - 4 points for each location 
Mastercrafted Shield - 8 Points 
1 Basic  Resource  - 1 Point 
1 Simple Resource - 1 Point 
1 Advanced  Resource - 3 Points 
10 Tears - 1 Point 
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Factions 
Often groups of characters sharing similar backgrounds or values form a faction, a group of people working 
together for mutual benefit.  

 

Grouping as a faction can offer players the opportunity to co-operate and benefit from a wide range of skills. Take 
some time to decide the theme of any faction in which you intend to play, and make sure that all players in that 
faction are happy with the theme before play. Often costume can really help to colour factions and a well dressed 
encampment is a great in character feature. 

 

Each faction will be given a red smiley face phys-rep.  This enables the holder to have an additional 5 points of 
either willpower or Mana.  This must be chosen when given and cannot be changed. 

 

Example faction 
A group of Dwarves band together under the banner of "Dixel".  These holy members follow the goddess 
symbolised by the red smiley face.  They employ skills of crafting, healing and show some combat abilities. 

 

In Character Areas (IC) 
All IC areas should be marked by an IC Flag shown here (provided by GOD). This flag must be 
placed at the entrance of the IC area and all items within are available for use in role-play.  IC and 
Faction resources and currency should be stored, where applicable, in IC areas! eg. locked box 
with traps in IC tent under table. 
 

Out of Character Areas (OOC) 
These areas must be used OOC. The car park and toilet field are designated OOC Areas, as is GOD and the 
staging area.  This also includes all tents not marked with IC flags. 
 

In-Game Stealing 
To steal items, first you need to inform a referee of intent. The referee will then authorise the act. Only tagged items 
in the system can be stolen by players. This is achieved by stealing the prop.   Upon stealing the prop, the theft 
should be reported immediately to the authorising referee who will then inform the victim. 
 

You may also take in game currency and resource tags. Stealing can ONLY be accomplished in the game world's 
clearly marked IC areas. You may not ever enter another players OOC tents without permission. 
 
Searching the Dead & Unconscious 
Only the dead or unconscious may be searched for their loot.  The player must state "I am searching you" in 
which case the target will pass over any items. Any player who is searched should offer over all non-concealed 
tags and resources along with any Tears or coins on their person. This applies to unconscious, deceased 
characters, monsters and NPC's.  
 

Primary & Secondary Characters 
You must have attended at least 3 events before you are permitted to create a secondary character. 
 

The rules of secondary characters are as follows: 
For at least 2 days of the event a player must play their primary character in order to gain event hero points.  The 
remaining day of the event you may choose to play a secondary character. This character cannot gain event hero 
points.   
 

No secondary character is allowed to be in the same faction as the primary. 
 

This must be authorised in GOD and your secondary character signed in and out.  Failure to do this will negate ALL 
hero points for your characters for that event. 
 

However, should your primary character be made unavailable by the plot of the event (eg. a character is quarantined 
for 12 hours in-game) the secondary character can be used.  If your primary dies, the secondary character is named 
as primary and gains event hero points. 
 
Races 
There are many races to be found on the Isle of Phoenix ranging from Humans, Elves and Drow to Beastmen and 
more. If you can phys-rep it, with the approval of the GOD, you can be it! 
 

Willpower 
Some skills require the use of willpower (WP) points. These cost 1 CP per point.  You can recharge all of your 
willpower by eating a meal, sleeping overnight or potions. 
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Combat Skills 
You may choose 1 free weapon use skill at creation, all others cost 2CP to buy. 
Combat calls can only be used one at a time.   

Skill Name Buy Use Description 
Weapon Use - 
Melee 

2  Fighting with hand to hand combat weapons 
e.g.: staff, blades, hammers, axes 

Weapon Use - 
Ranged 

2  Combat with bows, crossbows and coreless items e.g.: rocks, daggers and 
the occasional bomb 

Weapon Use - 
Black Powder 

2  Combat with guns, pistols and muskets 

Dual Wield 4  This enables you to fight with 2 weapons at once. 
Constitution 1 1WP By calling ‘Constitution’, you can extend your death-count by one minute; 

this can be used once per death-count. 
Parry 1 1WP You have learnt to study your opponent and can counter their critical blow. 

By calling ‘Parry’ you can negate the effects of Knockback and Shatter. 
You may only parry with a weapon or a shield 

Knockback 

 

2   2WP You are able to put your bodyweight into your blows. 
Upon calling ‘Knockback’ as you strike your opponent or their equipment, 
they must move back ten feet. 

Double 

 

3  3WP You can cause heavy damage with your blows.  Upon  striking your 
opponent you may call ‘Double’ and cause double damage. 

Strike down 

 

5   5WP Upon striking an opponent you may call ‘Strike Down’. 
The target falls to the ground and must touch at least both arms and one 
knee to the floor 

Triple 

          

6  6WP You can cause critical damage with your blows.  Upon striking your 
opponent you may call ‘Triple’ and cause triple damage. 

Pierce Armour 

          

3  3WP Bow/Crossbow only.  The ability to pierce armour and shields with an 
arrow, causing 1 point of damage. Call 'pierce armour' 

Subdue 2 2WP You can beat the opponent to an unconscious state without causing a 
death count. 1 point of damage per blow. Call 'subdue' 

Ogre Punch R 
(4) 

R 
(4WP) 

Non-contact attack. You can cause 2 points of damage to an opponent 
and instantly render them unconscious for 60 seconds. Call 'Ogre Punch' 

Slit Throat 8 8WP You can approach an opponent from behind, you must place your small 
blade on the opponents shoulder and use the call "slit throat".  This will 
instantly drop your opponent to their death count, unless they turn around 
having seen you prior to you placing your blade. 
*This will be safely demonstrated at the beginning of each event* 

Stop Damage 8 8WP You can channel your rage into your combat and shout. For as long as 
your shout is maintained you receive no damage from attacks.  The shout 
must be continuous and any break in the roar will end this effect.  You are 
still affected by other abilities. This ability must be activated by shouting 
‘Stop Damage’ followed by roar 

Shatter 

      

R 
(10)  

R 
(10WP) 

You can strike with such power it breaks an opponent’s arms and armour. 
Upon striking a weapon or shield you may call ‘Shatter', breaking that 
piece of equipment.  This ability does not affect masterwork weapons and 
shields. 

Crush R 
(10) 

R 
(10WP) 

You can strike with such strength that it causes 2 points of damage to the 
character and renders the metal-like armour useless until repaired. Upon 
striking you must call 'Crush'. 

Quad R 
(10) 

R 
(10WP) 

You can cause catastrophic damage with your blows.  Upon striking your 
opponent you may call ‘Quad’ and cause 4 damage 

Destroy MR 
(20) 

MR 
(20WP) 

You may strike with a call of 'Destroy'. The item struck is broken beyond 
repair.  Such a strike cannot be parried 

Key:  M - Monster   R - Restricted 

Can be used with a THROWN WEAPON    Can be used with a GUN    Can be used with a BOW 
            or CROSSBOW 
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Skills       
Skill Name Buy Use Description 

Numeracy 1  You are able to count, add and subtract. Without this ability you can only 
count to the number of digits you own 

Read & Write 2  You are able to read and write a single language of your choice. This 
ability can be taken multiple times. 

Literacy 
(apprentice) 

4 1 WP With appropriate role-play and time you will understand some basic words 
of the written text in unknown languages. One text only. 

Advanced Literacy 8 2 WP With appropriate role-play and time you will understand basic structure 
of the written text in unknown languages. One text only. 
NOTE: This is not fluency in a language 

Speak Languages 2  You are able to speak in a language of your choice. This ability can be 
taken multiple times. (You make speak freely one language of your 
choice, for free at start-up) 

Linguist 
(apprentice) 

4 1 WP With appropriate role-play and time you will understand some basic 
words of the conversation in unknown languages. One conversation 
only. 

Advanced Linguist 8 2 WP With appropriate role-play and time you will understand basic structure 
of the conversation in unknown languages. One conversation only. 
NOTE: This is not fluency in a language 

Strength F  Each character has a natural strength of 1 point. To restrain a target 
you need to be of equal or greater strength than it. To move the target 
you must have greater strength than it. This should be role-played i.e. 
no physical force required. 

Strong 2 2 WP You have the strength of 2 men for the duration of the next strength 
related task. 

Inhuman Stregth R 
(4) 

R 
4WP 

You have the strength of 4 men for the duration of the next strength 
related task. 

Supernatural 
Strength 

MR 
(10) 

MR 
(10WP) 

You have the strength of over 10 men.  

Body 5  Your body can withstand more dangerous blows. For each purchase, 
you gain one hit point per location.  Stackable a maximum of 3 times. 

Natural Body 
Development 

R 
(15 ) 

 The character gains 2 additional hit points per location.  This stacks 
with the ‘Body’ skill and allows you to exceed the normal limit 

Unnatural Body 
Development 

MR 
(25) 

 You can withstand extreme amounts of damage.  

Regeneration R 
(20) 

 You may freely 'close wounds' upon yourself, recovering 1 HP per 5 
second count. You must role-play each regeneration. This cannot be 
done whilst fighting, running, casting spells, on your death count or 
taking damage. "Burn" prevents regeneration until treated. 

Undying R 
(20) 

 Select a weakness material at generation. If at the end of your death 
count you are not burnt or struck with that material within the 60 
seconds, you regain consciousness with all HP restored. 

Enhanced Senses 6  The characters basic senses are highly attuned.  eg looking for an 
item, you can smell that it has been in a location. The character can 
detect invisible creatures within approx. ten feet. 

Fearless 6  All fear effects fail upon the character, call 'resist' when fear is used on 
you. 

Fade into Dark 10  In a shadowed area the character can raise one hand with the invisible 
gesture and is no longer visible. They can move at the speed of a slow 
walk, and become visible should they enter the light or move at a faster 
pace 

Fade into Forest 10  In a wooded area the character can raise one hand with the invisible 
gesture and is no longer visible. They can move at the speed of a slow 
walk, and become visible should they leave the trees or move at a 
faster pace. At least one third of your body must be hidden to do this. 

Conceal Object 2 2 WP You may conceal an object on your person or in any other IC location. 
Identify 2 2WP Enables you to identify an objects magical aura and symbols. It can 

also identify a single poison or disease on a single target. 

eg: a mystery liquid may be identified as a black poison, or a stone 
tablet with strange symbols may be identified as having a blue aura 
and is of Mer origin. 

Appraisal 2 REF 
 

You are able to judge the value of non-magical items. You will need a 
referee for this. 

Key:  M - Monster   R - Restricted   REF: Ref must be present 
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Skills       
Skill Name Buy Use Description 

Income 1  Income is earned during downtime. The rate of income is  
1 income = 10 tears. This skill is stackable but you must have a valid IC 
reason for your income.  
eg: a character with 5 income decides to open a pie stall and gains 
50 tears at their next event for sales during downtime 

Resist Poison 5 5 WP You resist the effects of 1 poison at the point of being poisoned. WP 
points are needed each time. 

Advanced 
Resist Poison 

R  
(5) 

 This allows the player to resist a specified poison, without using WP 
points.  This can be taken multiple times for additional poisons. 

Resist Disease 5 5 WP You resist the effects of 1 disease at the point of being affected. WP 
points are needed each time. 

Diagnosis  2  You can identify injury. This includes diagnosing poison or disease. 
Bind Wounds 1  You can stem the flow of blood from a wound.  You can stop a death 

count by role-playing a method of binding the torso of a dying character.    
Nursing 
(apprentice) 

4  You can restore 1HP, to one character, in a damaged location. The role-
play should include acts such as stitching wounds and applying 
dressings. This will take 5 minutes to complete. 
You can also tend a patient overnight. The patient heals 2HP per 
wound. 

Doctoring 8  You can restore 2HP, to one character, in a damaged location. The role-
play should include acts such as surgery and reattaching limbs This will 
take 30 minutes to complete. 
You can also tend a patient overnight. The patient heals 4HP per 
wound. 

Boat Handling 2  Allows you to navigate a boat and its occupants, to a designated 
location, at a jogging pace. Change of direction takes time. 

Kaptain Bellows 4 2 WP Allows you to navigate a boat and its occupants, to a designated 
location, at a running pace.  Change of direction is instant. 

Military Tradition  3  You have a military background. A non-padded uniform gains 1HP, 
Padded Armour gains 1HP per location. Any other armour is unaffected. 

Herbology 
(apprentice) 

2  The knowledge of simple & basic herbs, including the safe harvesting 
and preparation skills for further use. 

Advanced 
Herbology 

4  The knowledge of simple, basic, advanced & master herbs, including 
the safe harvesting and preparation skills for further use. 

Expert  
Herbology 

8  The knowledge of all known herbs encountered so far, including the 
safe harvesting and preparation skills for further use. 

Hunting 
(apprentice) 

3  You can hunt and kill a creature and can process the carcass for useful 
resources. eg: killing a bear for fur and teeth, for use in potion making 

Handle Poison 1  This allows you to handle and apply poison without harm to yourself 
Advanced Hunter 6 2 WP The knowledge to hunt, trap and harvest from a creature whilst they 

remain alive.  eg: hunting and trapping a troll in order to obtain its' blood.  
Prerequisite is "Handle Poison" 

Burn 1  You can quickly make a fire that can counteract undying. This must be 
role played in a safe manner. 

Sewing 1  You can repair cloth items. 

Open Locks 
(apprentice) 

2 REF You can open locks up to the levels 1 & 2 that you have studied. 1 
minute to roleplay per level. 

Advanced Open 
Locks 

4 REF You can open level 3 & 4 locks. 1 minute to roleplay per level. 

Expert Open Locks 8 REF You can open level 5 locks. 1 minute to roleplay per level. 
Detect Traps 3 REF You can study the area and discern whether the area is trapped. 
Set & Remove Trap 
(apprentice) 

2 REF You can set or remove traps up to the levels 1 & 2 that you have 
studied. 1 minute to roleplay per level. 

Advanced Set & 
Remove Traps 

4 REF You can set or remove level 3 & 4 traps. 1 minute to roleplay per level 

Expert Set & 
Remove Traps 

8 REF You can set or remove level 5 traps. 1 minute to roleplay per level 

Looting 2 2WP Reveals all items including concealed items. Must use call "I am 
looting you".  

Key:  M - Monster   R - Restricted    REF: Ref must be present 
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Crafting 
Crafting requires that characters learn their skills by choosing one of the trades available. These skills 
require a crafter's equipment and resources with which to work. 
 

Resources 
Resources are represented by laminated tags which can help to identify what type they are. There are many types of 
resources to be found. These range from simple cloth or wood to different types of metals, gems and herbs.  Each 
resource has a written name and picture and can be expected to occur according to its preferred environment. 
This is explained further on page 13 under the heading RESOURCE EXAMPLES. 

 
Each herb also has a level that relates to the power of the potion, woad, rune, or poison it can create and a unique 
name. Each recipe using herbs requires two specific herbs as per the recipe. This makes more powerful recipes 
harder to fulfil. 
 

Smithing 
Armour Smith 

Armour Smith 2CP Make & repair armour & shields Basic & Simple Resources 
Advanced Armour Smith 4CP Make & repair all armour, Make 

Masterwork 
Basic, Simple, Advanced & Master 

Expert Armour Smith 8CP Make & Repair Enchantable armour 
(magic) 

All resources 

Battlefield Repair 4CP Temporary repairs on the battlefield or during an adventure. You can repair the 
armour & shields to all locations to one point lower than it originally was.  
eg; metal armour with 3 points can be repaired to 2 points and again later to 1 
point. These repairs have no resource cost as the armour will need to be 
permanently repaired with resources after the battle. 

 
  Weapon Smith 

Weapon Smith 2CP Make & repair weapons Basic & Simple Resources 
Advanced Weapon  Smith 4CP Make & repair all weapons, Make 

Masterwork 
Basic, Simple, Advanced & Master 

Expert Weapon Smith  8CP Make & Repair Enchantable weapons 
(magic) 

All resources 

 
Bowyer/Fletcher 

Bow Smith 2CP Make & repair bows Basic & Simple Resources 
Advanced Bow  Smith 4CP Make & repair all bows, Make 

Masterwork bows 
Basic, Simple, Advanced & Master 

Expert Bow Smith 8CP Make & Repair Enchantable bows 
(magic) 

All resources 

 
 Gun Smith 

Gun Smith 2CP Make & repair guns Basic & Simple Resources 
Advanced Gun  Smith 4CP Make & repair all guns, Make 

Masterwork bows 
Basic, Simple, Advanced & Master 

Expert Gun Smith 8CP Make & Repair Enchantable guns 
(magic) 

All resources 

 

Rune Smithing  
Rune Smithing is a recipe based skill.  Runes can be applied to either melee weapons, shields or pieces of armour.  
They can also be used to make mana stones. Creating a rune requires an amount of herbs and some role-play.  The 
effect of the rune will be based on its' recipe.  This is explained further on page 11 under the heading RUNE RECIPES. 
 

Alchemist 
Alchemy is a recipe based skill.  Alchemists can create many potions, poisons, tinctures, poultices and creams.  
Potions and poisons are infusions of herbs used to create magical effects.  Creating a potion or poison requires an 
amount of herbs as per the recipe.  This is explained further on page 12 under the heading POTION & POISON 
RECIPES. 

 

Woads 
Woading is a recipe based skill.  Woads are herbs mixed into a magical paint, which then grants magical benefits to the 
individual. Once crafted it can be applied to an unarmoured location on a person's body. This is explained further on 
page 12 under the heading WOAD RECIPES. 
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Crafting Times
 
All standard items cost 1 resource to repair. 
Masterworked items cost 2 resources to repair. 
Enchantable items cost 3 resources to repair.   
 
 
 

To make an item, each item costs an amount of resources.  Items cost the following resources to make: 
  
 
 

Weapon Length  
All Melee weapons; swords, axes, staves etc with 
an overall length greater than 42" are considered 
2 handed and must be wielded with both hands 
when used.  All other melee weapons shorter than 
this are considered one handed. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Masterworked & Enchantable Items (Items must be tagged) 
Masterworked items are standard weapons, armour or shields made shatterproof.  
Enchantable weapons are prepared for the addition of mana stones or spells. This will then need a ritual of 
permanency in order to give it magical properties. 
These items can be enhanced by the use of more resources.  To masterwork an item it costs double the resources. To 
make an enchantable item it costs double and an additional special resource. 
 

Rune Recipes   
Each recipe costs 3CP to purchase     Key: Melee weapons   Armoured Locations 

Name Level Effect Herbs Required 

Knockback   
 One use of knockback  

Parry   
1 One use of parry 2 differently named, basic level  

Protection  
 Ignore 1st point of damage to rune bearing location  

Burning  
2 Causes a firey wound (Call 'Burn') 2 differently named, simple level 

Double  
 One use of double  

Strike Down  
3 One use of strike down 2 differently named, Advanced 

level 

Extra Protection  
 Ignore first 2 points of damage to rune bearing location  

Mana Storing   
 Item gains a mana pool of 10  

Triple  
4 One use of Triple 2 differently named, Master level 

Bounce  
 Reflect an attack back at your opponent (Call 'Bounce')  

Mortal Wound  
 One use of Quad  

Ultimate Protection  
5 Ignore first 3 points of damage to a rune bearing 

location 
2 differently named, Unique level 

Permanency   
  

Makes previous runes magically permanent 
 

All runes last until expended or the item they are placed on is shattered or reduced to 0 points.  
Mana storing runes are spent when the mana pool becomes empty ie: 10 mana used 
Damage Protection runes do not stack with the Protection magic or other protection runes. 

 Making Repair 
Basic 15 Minutes 5 Minutes 
Simple 30 Minutes 10 Minutes 
Advanced 60 Minutes 20 Minutes 
Master 2 Hours 40 Minutes 
Unique 4 Hours 1 Hour 

 Standard 
Armour 1 Resource per location 
Buckler Shield 1 Resources 
Normal Shield 1 Resources 
Kite Shield 2 Resources 
Oversized Shield 4 Resources 
Melee - Dagger 1 Resource 
Melee - One Handed 2 Resource 
Melee - Two Handed 3 Resources 
Bow 2 Resource 
Crossbow 1 Wood, 1 Steel 
Thrown Weapon 1 Resource (makes 5 

weapons) 
Pistol 1 Wood, 1 Steel 
Rifle 2 Wood, 2 Steel 
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Potion Recipes 
Each recipe costs 3CP to purchase 
Name Level Effect Herbs Required 
Restore Willpower 1 Restore 5 Willpower 2 differently named, basic level 
Restore Mana  Restore 5 Mana  
Minor Healing  Heal 1 Location by 1 point  
Diplomat Potion 2 Gain 'Tongue' ability as per spell 2 differently named, simple level 
Healing  Heal 1 location to maximum  
Cure Poison 3 Cures a single poison 2 differently named, Advanced 

level 
Cure Disease  Cures a single disease  
Magical Insight  Gains 'Read mana' spell and 'Identify' skill 

for 1 item 
 

Greater Rejunvenation 4 Restore All Willpower 2 differently named, Master level 
Greater Clarity  Restore All Mana  
True Healing  Heal all damage to all locations  
Elixir of Restoration 5 Restore all Mana, Will power and HP. Cures poisons 

and ill effects 
2 differently named, Unique level 

Transformation Elixir  Gain shape change effect as per 'Animal Form' spell  
 

Poison Recipes 
Each recipe costs 3CP to purchase 
Name Level Effect Herbs Required 
Mana Leaking 1 Lose 10 Mana 2 differently named, basic level 
Will Draining  Lose 10 Willpower  
Minor Poison  Lose 1 HP to Torso  
Gibberish 2 You cannot communicate coherently 2 differently named, simple level 
Poison of Double  Lose 2 HP to Torso  
Mana Drought 3 Lose all Mana 2 differently named, Advanced 

level 
Will Crippling  Lose all Willpower  
Silence  Lose ability to speak  
Poison of Triple 4 Lose 3 HP to Torso 2 differently named, Master level 
Knockout  Victim becomes unconscious  
Iron in the Blood  Victim cannot enter Clutii Well or cast magic  
Poison of Life's End 5 Instantly reduced to 0 HP in all locations and begin 

death count 
2 differently named, Unique level 

Berserker  You begin to attack everyone and anyone until 
incapacitated 

 

All poisoning of characters must be cleared by a Ref prior to its administration.  
 
Venoms are contact poisons and can be collected from naturally occurring creatures.  The effects of these are 
as follows:  Level 1  - effect double damage 
  Level 2  - effect triple damage 
  Level 3  - effect fatal, instant drop to death count 
 

Woad Recipes 
Each recipe costs 3CP to purchase 
Name Level Effect Herbs Required 
Constitution  You may extend 1 death count as per 

constitution skill 
 

Grip 1 You may resist fumble once Call 'Resist' 2 differently named, basic level  
Protection  Ignore 1st point of damage to woad location  
Resist 2 You may resist 1 spell 2 differently named, simple level 
Identify  You may identify 1 object  
Heal 3 While conscious, activate to use heal location 2 differently named, Advanced level 
Resistance  You resist 1 poison or disease  
Extra Protection  Ignore 2 points of damage to woad location  
All Heal  4 While conscious, activate to use All Heal 2 differently named, Master level 
Bounce  Reflect damage of 1 attack Call 'Bounce'  
Reflection  Reflect a spell back at the caster Call 'Reflect'  
Second Life 5 Restore all HP at the end of your death count 2 differently named, Unique level 
Immunity  You are immune to poisons and diseases  
All woads last until expended or the location they are placed on is reduced to 0 points.  
Damage Protection woads do not stack with the Protection magic or other woads. 
All woads to be represented with a clearly painted visible symbol. 
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Engineering 
 
Engineers are the skilled crafters of buildings, locks, traps and other non-magical items.  There are 3 levels of skill: 
 
Apprentice  2CP Can make basic & simple locks and items 
Advanced  4CP Can make Basic, Simple, Advanced & Master locks and items.  In addition can create 
    Normal buildings. 
Expert   8CP Can Make Basic, Simple, Advanced, Master & Unique locks and items. In addition can  
    create Fortified and Complex buildings. 
 
All buildings must be phys-repped by a large tent or suitably dressed enclosed area and clearly marked as IC. 
These must be ref-approved. 
 
Buildings 
The cost to build a normal building is: 10 Basic, 8 Simple and 2 Advanced resources. 
The cost to build a fortified building is: 4 Basic, 6 Simple, 8 Advanced and 2 Master resources. 
The cost to build a complex building is negotiable with a ref.  Prerequisite is Expert level engineering skill. 
 
The cost to build a normal door is: 4 Simple resource 
The cost to build a reinforced door is: 4 Simple and 1 advanced resource. 
 
Once complete a building has the following HP: 

 Wooden Stone Metal 
Normal Building 10 HP 30 HP 50 HP 
Fortified Building 30 HP 50 HP 70 HP 
Normal Door 2 HP 6 HP 10 HP 
Reinforced Door 5 HP 12 HP 20 HP 

 
Locks/Traps 
Building a lock or trap takes 10 minutes per level. The table below shows the levels of locks and level of resources 
needed. All locks and traps must be pre-approved by a ref. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Invention 
Any character can dream up some fantastical engine or marvellous concoction. All characters have the free skill of 
invention!  These can include spells, potions, engineered items, and anything else you may choose to imagine.  You 
must create an IC blueprint or recipe for your idea. This must be taken to a ref for approval and they will advise you of 
resources and specialist skills needed or tell you of its' impossibility.   
 
When created, you will need to produce an accurate phys-rep of the invention or concoction.  Your inventions must be 
tagged as IC. 
 

Resources Examples 
Basic LVL 1 Fur / Logs / Flint / Coal 
Simple LVL 2 Leather / Wood / Iron / Cloth 
Advanced LVL 3 Steel / Silver / Silk 
Master LVL 4 Mithral / Star Metal / Spider Silk 
Unique LVL 5 Aurichalcum / Magic String 

 Level Colour Representation Resources needed 
Basic  1 Yellow 2 basic 
Simple 2 Orange 1 basic, 1 simple 
Advanced 3 Purple 1 basic, 1 simple, 1 advanced 
Master 4 Green 1 simple, 2 advanced, 1 master 
Unique 5 Blue 1 advanced, 2 master, 1 unique 
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Magic 
Magic is common in the lands, it is the lifeblood of the world.  Spell-casters of all varieties can learn to use magical 
forces by studying and learning spells and using Mana to cast them.  There are many forms of magic within our 
realm, many of which have yet to be harnessed.  Spells can be used for healing, combat or to obtain information 
when used properly. 
 
Mana & Channelling 
Mana costs 1CP per point. This must be stored in a character's mana pool.   
 
Channelling allows characters to draw Mana from a willing character or other source and place it into another 
character or object. The channeller must touch the donor of the mana and may choose whether to store the mana 
in themselves, another target in touch contact, or items with a mana pool. Mana may also be channelled into a 
ritual circle as detailed in the High Magic section  
 
Clutii Wells & Hero Shrines 
Clutii wells are natural springs of magical energy used by the Fey as shrines. The Fey allow you to recharge your 
mana here if you abide by their law: 
• No metal to be taken into a well 
• No spells to be cast into or out of the well 
• No combat to take place in the well 
• A hand-crafted gift to the Fey must be left after using 

No metal armour or weapons may be taken into a Clutii well. Any character attempting to take such an item into a 
Clutii well will immediately suffer the effects of a 'Repel' and moved outside the boundary. All thrown items will be 
repelled also. 
 

Hero Shrines are a subject of much mystery.  These are places that heal you. No-one knows who or what controls 
these sites. Out of respect these laws should be followed: 
• No combat to take place in the shrine 
• No spells to be cast into or out of the shrine 
• An offering to be left after using the shrine 

 
Magic and Metal 
Magic and metal do not mix. A character who attempts to cast a spell whilst wearing metal armour or holding a 
metal weapon immediately takes 'Double' torso damage and the spell fails. When spell casting, a caster can carry 
only 1 metal resource, or the equivalent of a dagger. 
 

Casting, Chanting and Concentration 
Spell Casting 
Here you will learn how to cast all of the spells. All spell effects are instantaneous and should be role-played by the 
intended target. Each spell requires both a gesture and a verbal component. The verbal component comprises of a 
five word invocation and the spell's call.  The effect is what happens when the spell is cast and this should be role-
played (or resisted/reflected) by the target. 
 
Chanting and Concentration 
Spells that are chanted last until the spell-caster stops chanting or your target can no longer hear you.  
When you are casting a spell or maintaining a spell through a chant you are vulnerable to attack. If you are 
distracted or struck, your spell effect ends and you must recast the spell. A chant is up to you as a piece of role-play. 
For example some casters simply repeat the spell call, while others may rhythmically speak or sing a rhyme. 
 
Targeting, Combat and Gun Magic Spells 
Combat and Gun Magic spells work at a range equivalent to hearing, however there are certain conditions 
that must be met before a target is affected by a spell. Firstly, they must hear the spell clearly. If the target 
does not hear the call properly, they do not need to react. Secondly, the target must be made aware that they are 
the target if they are amongst a group. This is normally achieved by pointing in the gesture. It is not acceptable to 
use a players or characters name to target the spell.  
Gun magic is a school that combines both defensive and combat magic but this is restricted and only works against 
guns. These spells can only be targeted at the gun-user who has their gun drawn. 
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Defensive Magic 
Some spells are designed to deflect or resist your opponents magic or attacks. These spells do not require a five 
word incantation, merely a gesture and the Call. Such spells are marked with a        These spells last until the 
next sunrise unless discharged. 
 

Using Healing Magic 
Close Wound, Heal and All Heal require role-play of at least one hand hovering just over the body part through 
the entire invocation.  On being healed the injured party should role-play a rapid healing process lasting roughly 
five to ten seconds, after which the healing is completed. 
 
Wands 
Wands are magical items that can hold magical effects. These can be varied from a simple mana storing device 
to a wand of maim. 
 

The Mass Effect 
Some spells can be called which begin with the Mass call. Such spells are used only by master spell casters and 
cost a significant amount of Mana to use. Player characters have yet to uncover the intricacies of mass target 
spells, although there are methods to do so. These spells affect all who can hear the spell for its entire duration. 
 

High Magic 
High Magic, or Ritual Magic, is the purest and most dangerous form of casting. Highly freeform, rituals can 
have miraculous results or disastrous effects and require multiple participants or 'Ritualists' to complete. To 
perform a ritual there must be a ritual circle, a ritual performance, ritualists to transfer mana into the circle, and 
direct the power of the ritual. A ritual circle is a magical field and so it is not recommended to bring in metal.  
Rituals are very unique spells, and so it is recommended ritualists research the particular field of magical 
study through preparation and planning. Rituals do not have a set mana cost.  All high magic calls the attention of 
greater spirits. It is the greater spirits that either grant he ritual a success or make it fail.  They are pleased by 
elaborate displays to their beliefs and sacrifices of many kinds. 
 
A list of past examples include: 
Portal Opening            The art of opening portals to other realms and realities. 
Calling This is the art of calling a spirit from another realm or time into the present.  
Time The art of playing with time, which is not recommended to any mortal.  
Resurrection The art of bringing a player back from death 
 
All high magic rituals must be overseen by a referee, so they can determine the outcome. 
 
Auras 
Each player has an Aura which is made of up to two colours chosen from the six represented. Your Aura is a 
magically perceived alignment which reflects your beliefs. Consider your concept of character when choosing 
these. A character or NPC can see your Aura with 'True Seeing'. You do not need to show them your character 
sheet but must state truthfully what you aura is. In addition all natural creatures, some objects and even some 
location exude an aura. These auras can be identified with appropriate skill/spell and a referee will state the aura of 
the object. Some items may have their auras detailed on an attached tag. 
 

 

White: 
Life 

Pink: 
Love 

Blue: 
Order 

Black: 
Death 

Red: 
Hate 

Yellow: 
Chaos 
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The Spell Lists 
Enhancement Spells 
Name Buy Use Call Effect 

 
Read Mana 

 
1 

 
1MP 

 
‘Read Mana’ 

Casting this spell on a character or object 
you are touching, you know how many 
mana points it has 

 
 
Meditation 

 
2 

 
2 MP 

 
'Meditation' 

Allows you to recharge your mana at a 
Clutii well at double the rate. This spell is 
the only casting that the Fey will allow in 
the Clutii well. 

 
Tongues 

 
3 

 
3 MP 

 
‘Tongues’ 

You can understand and speak all 
languages for the duration of the 
conversation upon which it was cast. 

 
Ghost Talk 

 
3 

 
3 MP 

 
‘Ghost talk’ 

You can talk with the dead. For each use 
you can ask 1 question of a ghost.  
Ref Required 

 
Protection                

 
 
3 

 
 
3 MP 

 
‘Protection 
<number>' 

This gives you 1 point per location  of 
magical protection. You can cast this spell 
a maximum of 3 times. Cannot be stacked 
with runes, woads or protection spells. 

 
Greater Protection   

 
R 
(8) 

 
R 
(8 MP) 

'Greater 
Protection' 

This gives you 3 points per location  of 
magical protection. You can cast this spell 
a maximum of 3 times. Cannot be stacked 
with runes, woads or protection spells. 

 
Bark skin                  

 
4 

 
4 MP 

 
‘Bark skin’ 

Your skin temporarily gains the damage 
protection of wood, ignore all damage of 
next striking attack. However you are also 
more susceptible to fire. Only one cast of 
bark skin can be applied at once. Cannot 
stack. 

 
Stone Skin                

 
R 
(5) 

 
R 
(5 MP) 

'Stone Skin' Your skin temporarily gains the damage 
protection of stone, ignore all damage of 
next 2 striking attacks. You are also 
immune to fire. Only one cast of stone skin 
can be applied at once. Cannot stack. 

 
True Seeing 

 
4 

 
4 MP 

 
‘True seeing’ 

While chanting you can see any invisible 
persons or objects within 10 feet of you. 
This spell also reveals the true nature of 
vampires, lycanthropes, changelings or 
other disguised creatures. 

 
Tree Meld 
 

 
 
5 

 
 
5 MP 

 
 
‘Tree Meld’ 

You have the ability to meld with a tree you 
are touching, using the closed fist gesture. 
If the tree is attacked you must take 
damage. 

 
 
Tree Walk 

 
 
6 

 
 
6 MP 

 
 
'Tree Walk' 

You transport yourself from any tree that 
you are touching to any other tree within 30 
ft. Use the open hand gesture whilst 
walking directly to the tree you emerge 
from. One cast is 1 transport. 

 
Animal Form 

 
8 

 
8 MP 

 
‘Form of 
<animal>’ 

You shift your form in to that of a creature. 
Phys-rep needed for animal, to include 
either personal costume or prop. 
This needs to be discussed with a ref at 
character creation. 

     Key:   R - Restricted 
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Healing Spells 
Name Buy Use Call Effect 

Close Wound 2 2MP 'Close 
Wounds' 

A single hit point is restored to one 
location. 

Attach Limb 3 3MP 'Attach Limb' A severed limb can be reattached and 
heal 1 HP 

Heal 4 4MP ‘Heal 
<location>’ 

All HP are restored to one location 

All Heal 8 8MP ‘All Heal' All HP are restored to all locations 
Remove Disease 5 5MP ‘Cure 

disease’ 
Cures any one known disease from the 
target. This must have been identified. 

Remove Poison 5 5MP  

‘Cure poison’ Cures any one known poison from the 
target. This must have been identified. 

Remove Paralysis 5 5MP ‘Cure 
Paralysis' 

Cures any paralysis from the target. 

 

Combat Spells 
Name Buy Use Call Effect 

 
Fear                 

 
1 

 
1MP 

 
‘Fear me’ 

While chanting your target must keep 
their distance from you. They can 
attack if cornered but must make every 
effort to get away. 

 
Turn Undead 

 
 
1 

 
1MP 

‘Turn 
Undead' 

While chanting an undead target 
cannot approach you. They may move 
away or go around but cannot come 
closer than 5ft. 

Knockback 2 2MP ‘Knockback’ A magical barrier forces your target to 
move back 10ft. 

Fumble 2 2MP ‘Fumble that 
<weapon>’ 

You cause the target to lose their grip 
and drop what they are holding. 
Indicate either left or right if dual-
wielding.  

 

Flay 
 

2 
 

2MP ‘Flay, Single 
<location>’ 

Deals 1 point of damage to nominated 
location of you target. 

 

Maim 
 

4 
 

4MP ‘Maim, 
Double 

<location>’ 

Deals 2 points of damage to 
nominated location of you target. 

 
Mud feet 

 
3 

 
3MP 

 
‘Mud feet' 

While chanting, you change the ground 
to a mud-pool which your target cannot 
move from. 

Attract 4 4MP 'Attract' While chanting you attract the 
nominated target towards you. 

Repel               4 4MP 'Repel' While chanting you repel the 
nominated target from you. 

 
Strike down 

 
5 

 
5MP 

 
‘Strike 
down’ 

Your target falls to the ground. At least 
2 elbows and 1 knee should touch the 
ground.  

 

Resist Spell    

 

  5 
 

  5MP 
 
'Resist' 

You ignore the effects of a spell just 
cast at you. 

 
Key:  Defensive Magic 
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Gun Magic 

Name Buy Use Call Effect 

Misfire            
  2  2MP 'Misfire' Any loaded shot is wasted, and the gun 

must be reloaded before use 
Jam Weapon 4 4MP 'Jam Gun' While chanting the gun that you target 

is wielding cannot be fired. The target 
may still draw and fire another gun 

Bounce Shot  
  5 5MP 'Bounce' You reflect all damage and effects of a 

shot just fired at you back at the firer. 
Shatter Gun 8 8MP 'Shatter Gun' You cause the shatter effect on one of 

your targets' guns. 
 

Through Shot R 
(6) 

R 
(6MP)  

'Through 
Shot' 

Causes the next firing shot to bypass 
armour 

Key:    Defensive Magic      R: Restricted 
 

Other Spells 
Name Buy Use Call Effect 

 
Dispel Magic 

 
3 

 
3 MP 

 
‘Dispel Magic’ 

You can remove any 1 magical effect 
upon a character or object you are 
touching. These include runes or woads. 

Fix & Mend 3 3 MP 'Fix & Mend' You can repair items. This does not 
include weapons and armour. 
 

Permanency 12 12 MP 'Permanency' You can permanently attach runes to 
items making them magical 

Raise Dead R 
(8) 

R 
(8 MP) 

'Raise Dead' Whilst chanting can you and give 
unliving life-force to a fallen body who 
will fight for you. 

Wall of Nature R 
(8) 

R 
(8 MP) 

'Wall of 
branches' 

Calling on the power of nature a barrier 
is formed. This must then be destroyed 
before passing. The wall has 6 HP. 
Phys-rep required. 

Void Walk R 
(8) 

R 
(8MP) 

'Void walk' This gives you the ability to walk 50 
paces through the void. Using the open 
hand gesture as this is an OOC 
movement. 

Teleport R 
(12) 

R 
(12 MP) 

'Teleport' The ability to move from one place to 
another within the line of sight. Using the 
open hand gesture as this is an OOC 
movement. 

Key:  R: Restricted  
 

Magical Skills 
Skill Name Buy Use Description 

Wand Use 2  The understanding and use of wands, being able to charge 
them in a Clutii well safely.  

Channelling 5 5MP The channeller must touch the donor of the mana and may 
choose whether to store the mana in themselves, another 
target in touch contact, or items with a mana pool. 
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Downtime 
Downtime can only be undertaken by existing characters. All downtime tasks must be discussed with a ref 
before the beginning of the event. 
 
Downtime occurs between the last event of the season and the first of the next season.  During downtime you can 
make 6 actions.  With these actions you can do any of the following: 

• Scout the area 
• Travel 
• Trade with merchants 
• Crafting 
• Build buildings 

• Research 
• Training 
• Gather Resources 
• Farm 
• Income 

 
The more turns you spend doing each task, the more information and experience you will acquire.  The following 
list gives you some ideas of the time to that can be spent on each task. 
 

Scouting area 1 to 6 turns 
Travel 1 Turn for 1 mapped area 
Trading 1 to 6 turns 
Crafting 1 to 6 turns 
Building Simple Building - 1 Turn 

Fortified Building - 2 Turns 
Complex Building - 6 Turns or more 

Research 1 to 6 turns to research an item or subject 
Training 1 student can be taught per skill rank of teacher 
Gather resources 1 turn per resource (ref will determine harvest amount on completion) 
Farm 1 turn per resource (the tending of your own crops/livestock) 
Income 1 to 6 turns. You must have the necessary income skill. 

 
Eg:  Magister Tarl during downtime: 

Trades with Traders of 8 and buys materials    1 Turn 
Builds simple building and donates it to Camp Cornovii   1 Turn   
Crafts cannon and ammo       2 Turns 
Crafts ballista & ammo      1 Turn 
Trains McSmithy in Battlefield repair    1 Turn 

 
 

THINGS YOU MUST KNOW 
Man Down: Both arms raised in the air and waved in a crossed and uncrossed formation. Used to call help 

       if hurt and accompanied by a call of man down  
Time In:             Called to start or restart play. 
Time Out:         Called to stop play. 
Time Freeze:    A call made by a ref. All players should freeze, close their eyes and hum. 
Time Mark: Players should note exactly where they are and how they are positioned. 
Rewind: Players return to last position noted in "Time Mark". The referee will explain what is to be  
 remembered just before "Time In" is called. 
Time Slow: Player continues movement but in slow motion. A referee will call "Normal speed" to end this 
 call. 
Let me Clarify: Used by Non-player characters (NPC) only. This indicates that any information that follows  
 should be considered true. 
Common Terminology 
Body, hits, hit points - the in game measure of health on a location. All players start with 1 
Single, Double, Treble, Quad - An amount of damage to a location 
In Character/Out of Character or IC/OOC - Whether something is currently part of the Game World 
Death Count: A  count to sixty after which your character dies 
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Game Calls THESE REQUIRE YOU TO REACT TO THE GAME 
 

If you hear... Then you should... 

Attract You are attracted towards the caster for as long as they continue to chant. Move at least at 
a walking pace towards the caster unless two people to hold you back 

Bounce Whatever skill or spell you did has been bounced back on to you! React as though you are 
the target of your own call or strike to the location 

Crush When struck you must take 2 points of damage your metal armour, weapon or shield is 
rendered useless. 

Destroy The weapon or armour struck with the skill destroy is broken beyond repair. You may not 
parry this skill 

Dispel Magic This will remove any magical effects on you, but the caster must name the effect before it is 
removed 

Double Take two damage to the named or struck location.  If no location is named or struck then 
instead take this damage to the location Torso 

 

Fear 
Act as though you are afraid of the caster for as long as they continue to chant. You 
should try and move away from the caster but if you are trapped, you can still fight your way 
out! 

Frozen You should cease all movement and act as if frozen on the spot, take 1 point of damage to 
each location. 

Fumble Drop the indicated item from your hand.  You may retrieve it once it has touched the floor 

Knockback You are knocked backwards roughly 10 feet.  Role-play this in a safe manner and ensure 
you are not going to trip over anything unexpected.  You may parry this skill 

Mass ... The call that follows mass affects EVERY person who can hear it 

Mud Feet You are stuck to the floor for as long as the caster continues to chant 

Ogre Punch You take 2 points of damage and are instantly rendered unconscious for 60 seconds. 

Paralyse You have been paralysed and drop to the floor unable to move. 

Pierce Armour The arrow pierces your armour and shields causing 1 point of damage.  

Poison ... The call that follows poison cannot be healed until the poison is cured 

Quad Take four damage to the named or struck location. If no location is named or struck then 
instead take this damage to the location Torso 

Repel You are repelled directly away from the caster for as long as they continue to chant. 
Move away at least at a walking pace unless two people to hold you back 

Resist The target resisted your effect 

Sever You must act as though you have just had a limb severed. 

Shatter The weapon or armour struck with the skill shatter is broken and requires repair.  You 
may parry this skill 

Single Take one damage to the named or struck location.  If no location is named or struck then 
instead take this damage to the location Torso 

Slit Throat You must act as though your throat has been slit and drop to your death count 

Strike down You have been struck down and must place either your back or both hands and one knee 
on the floor. You may parry this skill 

Subdue You are beaten to an unconscious state without causing a death count. Take 1 point of 
damage per blow 

Terror You are terrified of this call, you must run away immediately. This effect continues until you 
can no longer hear the call. You will no longer approach this creature alone. 

Triple Take three damage to the named or struck location. If no location is named or struck 
then instead take this damage to the location Torso 

Through Shot You must take 1HP damage as the gun shot has bypassed your armour. 
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	Before your LARP weapons and armour may be used in play they must be safety checked by a Referee.
	Pulling your blows: You must pull back the weapon so that it hits as lightly as possible. This is to prevent injury. Head shots and thrusting are strictly forbidden. New players must pass competency checks to demonstrate safe use of weapons, bows, shi...
	 Crossing and uncrossing near straight arms over their head

	Used to call for help and accompanied by a call of Man Down. A referee or organiser should go to the incident immediately
	 One arm in the air with open palm

	In the game world, the player is not there and you should ignore them. This is an out-of-character signal for use in specific circumstances ie: going to or returning from monstering not going to the toilets!
	 One arm in the air with closed fist

	In the game world the character is invisible. You cannot see them unless they choose to show themselves.
	 Hand raised with index finger and thumb extended into an "L"
	The character is speaking in a language other than common. Unless your character can speak in this language, ignore what they say.
	The combat calls of The Hybrid are varied. We have printed them in the back of this booklet for easy reference, and would ask that all players know their own calls as a bare minimum. If you hear a call that you do not know yet, do what seems right and...
	Site and Event Safety
	Game World Rules
	GOD Tent
	GOD stands for Games Organisation Desk and will be referred to as GOD from this point onwards.  The GOD Tent is the first tent inside the game field and is your first port of call for all non-referee related questions and queries. It is where you coll...
	GOD is the place to pay for you event and collect your wristband. If you are found not wearing a wristband, you will be sent to a member of the organisation team to collect a new one.  This wristband is not only your proof of payment, but also bears a...
	GOD is useful for many things and when open it will have a flag raised at the entrance. Whilst open there will be a member of the team there to help you with any queries, including character questions. Should you need a member of the team when GOD is ...
	Lost property and site rules can also be found in GOD. Creating a character
	You begin character creation with 35 points to spend amongst the skills listed throughout the hybrid. Returning characters receive an additional 3 hero points per event.  Further points can be issued by the referees for excellent role-play during the ...
	You can spend your points on any of the following:
	A measure of health. All starting characters begin with 1 hit point per location.
	Hit Points
	A measure of points used to cast magic. This is stored in your Mana Pool.
	Mana
	All starting characters begin with 1 point of mana.
	A measure of points to use active skills and abilities. These are stored in your Willpower Pool. All starting characters begin with 1 point of willpower.
	Willpower
	These can be used once learnt. Some skills cost additional willpower points to use during role-play. Starting characters cannot begin with skills higher than apprentice level. You have finished your apprenticeship and have only basic skills with lots more to be taught.
	Skills
	Spells are magical effects that interact with the game world and characters.  These cost Mana points to use.
	Spells
	Combat and Mortality
	/You begin with one ‘hit’ per location. You have 5 locations; Torso, Left arm, Right arm, Left leg, Right leg. The number of hits can be increased with character points. When in combat your character may take damage from a weapon or  a spell. Damage i...
	Physical Representation
	Skills
	Key:  M - Monster   R - Restricted   REF: Ref must be present  Skills
	Key:  M - Monster   R - Restricted    REF: Ref must be present  Crafting
	Resources
	Resources are represented by laminated tags which can help to identify what type they are. There are many types of resources to be found. These range from simple cloth or wood to different types of metals, gems and herbs.  Each resource has a written ...
	Each herb also has a level that relates to the power of the potion, woad, rune, or poison it can create and a unique name. Each recipe using herbs requires two specific herbs as per the recipe. This makes more powerful recipes harder to fulfil.
	Smithing
	Armour Smith
	Weapon Smith
	Bowyer/Fletcher
	Gun Smith
	Rune Smithing
	Rune Smithing is a recipe based skill.  Runes can be applied to either melee weapons, shields or pieces of armour.  They can also be used to make mana stones. Creating a rune requires an amount of herbs and some role-play.  The effect of the rune will...
	Alchemist
	Alchemy is a recipe based skill.  Alchemists can create many potions, poisons, tinctures, poultices and creams.  Potions and poisons are infusions of herbs used to create magical effects.  Creating a potion or poison requires an amount of herbs as per...
	Woads
	Woading is a recipe based skill.  Woads are herbs mixed into a magical paint, which then grants magical benefits to the individual. Once crafted it can be applied to an unarmoured location on a person's body. This is explained further on page 12 under...
	Crafting Times
	All standard items cost 1 resource to repair. Masterworked items cost 2 resources to repair. Enchantable items cost 3 resources to repair.
	To make an item, each item costs an amount of resources.  Items cost the following resources to make:
	Weapon Length
	All Melee weapons; swords, axes, staves etc with an overall length greater than 42" are considered 2 handed and must be wielded with both hands when used.  All other melee weapons shorter than this are considered one handed.
	Masterworked & Enchantable Items (Items must be tagged)
	Masterworked items are standard weapons, armour or shields made shatterproof.
	Enchantable weapons are prepared for the addition of mana stones or spells. This will then need a ritual of permanency in order to give it magical properties.
	These items can be enhanced by the use of more resources.  To masterwork an item it costs double the resources. To make an enchantable item it costs double and an additional special resource.
	Rune Recipes
	Each recipe costs 3CP to purchase     Key: /Melee weapons  / Armoured Locations
	All runes last until expended or the item they are placed on is shattered or reduced to 0 points.
	Mana storing runes are spent when the mana pool becomes empty ie: 10 mana used
	Damage Protection runes do not stack with the Protection magic or other protection runes.
	Potion Recipes
	Each recipe costs 3CP to purchase
	Poison Recipes
	Each recipe costs 3CP to purchase
	All poisoning of characters must be cleared by a Ref prior to its administration.
	Venoms are contact poisons and can be collected from naturally occurring creatures.  The effects of these are as follows:  Level 1  - effect double damage
	Level 2  - effect triple damage
	Level 3  - effect fatal, instant drop to death count
	Woad Recipes
	Each recipe costs 3CP to purchase
	All woads last until expended or the location they are placed on is reduced to 0 points.
	Damage Protection woads do not stack with the Protection magic or other woads.
	All woads to be represented with a clearly painted visible symbol.
	Engineering
	Engineers are the skilled crafters of buildings, locks, traps and other non-magical items.  There are 3 levels of skill:
	Apprentice  2CP Can make basic & simple locks and items
	Advanced  4CP Can make Basic, Simple, Advanced & Master locks and items.  In addition can create
	Normal buildings.
	Expert   8CP Can Make Basic, Simple, Advanced, Master & Unique locks and items. In addition can
	create Fortified and Complex buildings.
	All buildings must be phys-repped by a large tent or suitably dressed enclosed area and clearly marked as IC. These must be ref-approved.
	Buildings
	The cost to build a normal building is: 10 Basic, 8 Simple and 2 Advanced resources.
	The cost to build a fortified building is: 4 Basic, 6 Simple, 8 Advanced and 2 Master resources.
	The cost to build a complex building is negotiable with a ref.  Prerequisite is Expert level engineering skill.
	The cost to build a normal door is: 4 Simple resource
	The cost to build a reinforced door is: 4 Simple and 1 advanced resource.
	Once complete a building has the following HP:
	Locks/Traps
	Building a lock or trap takes 10 minutes per level. The table below shows the levels of locks and level of resources needed. All locks and traps must be pre-approved by a ref.
	Invention
	Any character can dream up some fantastical engine or marvellous concoction. All characters have the free skill of invention!  These can include spells, potions, engineered items, and anything else you may choose to imagine.  You must create an IC blu...
	When created, you will need to produce an accurate phys-rep of the invention or concoction.  Your inventions must be tagged as IC.
	Resources Examples
	Magic

